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 Believing and Willing

 LOUIS P. POTMAN

 The University of Mississippi
 University MS 38677

 U.S.A.

 It is widely held that we can obtain beliefs and withhold believing pro-
 positions directly by performing an act of will. This thesis is sometimes
 identified with the view that believing is a basic act, an act which is under
 our direct control. Descartes holds that the will is limitless in relation to

 belief acquisition and that we must be directly responsible for our beliefs,
 especially our false beliefs, for otherwise we could draw the blasphemous
 conclusion that God is responsible for them. For Descartes and his
 followers judgment and assent are acts of the will which may be made
 both when they ought and when they ought not to be made. They are ex-
 pressions of freedom of the will and as such we are directly responsible
 for the beliefs we acquire. Other philosophers who seem to espouse voli-
 tionalism include Aquinas, Locke, Kierkegaard, Newman, James,
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 Pieper, Chisholm and Meiland.1 However, most of these would qualify
 the Cartesian thesis to read 'One can obtain some beliefs by directly will-
 ing to have them/ Most volitionalists would confine the power of the will
 to situations where the evidence is not sufficient or irresistible in forming
 a belief.

 In this paper I will examine the volitionalist thesis that one can ac-
 quire beliefs directly by willing to have them. I shall set forth two
 arguments intended to undermine this thesis. My first argument, The
 Phenomenological Argument, will show that there is something aber-
 rant, though not logically impossible, about volitionalism. The second
 argument, The Logic of Belief Argument, will attempt to show that there
 is something irrational and even incoherent about volitionalism. In
 discussing these arguments I shall confine myself to belief acquisitions
 about states of affairs that are beyond our control to influence, omitting
 so called 'self -creative' beliefs, but at the end of the paper I shall give an
 account of these beliefs. Finally, I shall take for granted that the will can
 indirectly cause belief acquisition. By willing myself into certain
 psychological states I can acquire beliefs I mights not otherwise acquire.
 However, in this paper I shall only discuss direct volitionalism.

 I. The Phenomenological Argument Against Volitionalism

 First of all we must understand what is involved in volitionalism. The

 following features seem necessary and jointly sufficient conditions for a
 minimal thesis of standard volitionalism:

 1. A volitionally acquired belief is acquired by a basic act. Believing

 1 Cf . Thomas Aqunias, Summa Theologica (New York: McGraw-Hill 1964) Part
 II, Q 4, Art. 2; Descartes, Meditations (Indianapolis :Bobbs-Merrill 1960), tr.
 Laurence Lafleur, Fourth Meditation; S0ren Kierkegaard, Philosophical
 Fragments, tr. D. Swenson (Princeton: Princeton University Press 1962) 104;
 John Henry Cardinal Newman, An Essay in Aid of a Grammar of Assent
 (Westminster, MD: Christian Classics 1973) 232; William James, The Will to
 Believe,' in Essays in Pragmatism (New York: Hafner 1969); Joseph Pieper, Belief
 and Faith (New York: Pantheon Press 1956) 25ff. Roderick Chisholm, lewis's
 Ethics of Belief The Philosophy of C.I. lewis, ed. A. Schlipp (LaSalle: Open
 Court); and Jack Meiland, 'What Ought We to Believe or the Ethics of Belief
 Revisited' American Philosophical Quarterly, vol. 17, no. 1, Jan. 1980.
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 itself need not be an action, but some beliefs are obtained by acts of will
 directly upon being willed. The volitionalist need not assert that all
 beliefs are acquired via a direct act of the will, only some of them.

 2. One must be fully conscious of what one is doing in acquiring a
 belief through an act of will (henceforth, I shall call this activity
 'voliting'). The paradigm cases of acts of will are those in which the agent
 deliberates over two courses of action and decides on one of them.

 However, acts of will may take place with greater or lesser awareness.
 Here our notion of will is ambiguous between two meanings: 'desiring'
 and 'deciding/ Sometimes we mean by 'act of will' simply a desire which
 manifests itself in action, such as my being hungry and finding myself go-
 ing to the refrigerator or tired and finding myself heading for bed. We are
 not always fully aware of our desires or intentions. If we obtain beliefs
 via the will in this weaker sense of desiring of which we are only dimly
 aware, how can we ever be sure that it was really an act of will that caus-
 ed the belief directly rather than the will simply being an accompaniment
 of the belief? That is, there is a difference between willing to believe and
 believing willingly; feeling is one accord with what one finds oneself
 believing. In order for the volitionalist to make his case he must assert
 that the acts of will which produce beliefs are decisions of which we are
 fully aware.

 3. The belief must be acquired independently of evidential considera-
 tions. That is, the evidence is not decisive in the belief formation.
 Perhaps the belief may be influenced by evidence (e.g., testimony,
 memory and reason), so that leaps of faith cannot occur just any time
 over any propositions, but only over prositions that have some evidence
 in their favor but are still inadequately supported by the evidence. They
 have an initial subjective probability of, or just under, 0.5. Accoridng to
 Descartes we ought to withhold belief in such situations where the
 evidence is exactly equal, whereas with Kierkegaard religious and ex-
 istential considerations may justify leaps of believing even where the
 evidence is approximately equally weighted, but where existential con-
 siderations call for a decision. William James puts three constraints on
 volitional believing. Such acquisitions can only properly be made when
 the option to believe or not believe is forced, living, and momentous.2

 2 James, 88f ; Cf . S0ren Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific Postscript, tr. David
 Swenson and Walter Lowry (Princeton: Princeton University Press 1941) 109
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 In sum, then, a volit is an act of will made in full consciousness of ac-
 quiring a belief which is underdetermined by the evidence. The act of ac-
 quiring a belief may itself not be a belief but a way of moving from mere
 entertainment of a proposition to its acceptance.

 There is much to be said in favor of volitionalism. Its seems to extend

 the scope of human freedom to an important domain, and it seems to fit
 our experience of believing where we are conscious of having made a
 choice. The teacher who sees that the evidence against a pupil's honesty
 is great and yet decides to trust him, believing that somehow he is inno-
 cent in spite of the evidence, and the believer who believes in God in spite
 of insufficient evidence seem to be everyday examples which confirm our
 inclination towards a volitional account of believing. We suspect, at
 times, that many of our other beliefs, not formed through fully conscious
 volits, have been formed through half aware desires, for on introspection
 we note that past beliefs have been acquired in ways that could not have
 taken the evidence seriously into consideration. Volitionalism seems a
 good explanatory theory to account for a great deal of our experience.

 Nonetheless, there are considerations which make us doubt whether
 on reflection volitionalism is true. I shall argue that it is not the natural
 way we acquire beliefs, and that while it may not be logically impossible
 that some people volit, it seems psychologically odd and even in-
 coherent. To see this let us turn to the first argument, The
 Phenomenological Argument Against Volitionalism. It goes as follows:

 1. Acquiring a belief is a happening in which the world forces
 itself upon a subject.

 2. Happenings in which the world forces itself upon a subject are
 not things the subject does (i.e., are not basic acts) or chooses.

 3. Therefore, acquiring a belief is not something a subject does
 (i.e., is not a basic act) or chooses.

 The first premise appeals to our introspective data and assumes that
 acquiring a belief has a spontaneous, unbidden, involuntary or forced
 aspect attached to it. The second premise merely points out the ac-
 tive/passive distinction, that there is a difference between doing
 something and obtaining it regardless of choice. Hence, the conclusion
 states that as a happening believing is not something one does or
 chooses. The Phenomenological Argument asks us to look within
 ourselves in order to see if acquiring a belief isn't different from entertain-
 ing a proposition, the latter of which can be done at will. The first
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 premise is based on the view that beliefs are psychological states about
 states of affairs. They are, to use Ramsey's metaphor, mappings in the
 mind by which we steer our lives. As such the states of affairs which
 beliefs represent exist independently of the mind; they exist independent-
 ly of whether we want them to exist. Insofar as beliefs presume to repre-
 sent the way the world is, and hence serve as effective guides to action,
 the will seems superfluous. Believing seems more like falling than jump-
 ing, catching a cold than catching a ball, getting drunk than taking a
 drink, blushing than smiling, getting a headache than giving one to so-
 meone else. Indeed, this passive aspect seems true on introspection of
 most propositional attitudes: anger, envy, wanting, fearing, suspecting,
 doubting, though not necessarily of imagining or entertaining a proposi-
 tion, where an active element may often be present.

 The heart of the argument is in the first premise and that premise can
 only be established by considering a number of different types of belief
 acquisitions in order to see if they all exhibit this passive or non-
 volitional feature: having the world force itself upon one. While such an
 investigation might never end, we can at least consider typical cases of
 belief formation of various types. Let us begin with perception. If I am in
 a normal physiological condition and open my eyes, I cannot help but
 see certain things, for example, this white piece of paper in front of me. It
 seems intuitively obvious that I don't have to choose to have a belief that
 I see this piece of white paper before I believe that I see it. Here seeing is
 believing. This is not to deny a certain active feature in perception. I can
 explore my environment, focus in on certain features, turn from others. I
 can direct my perceptual mechanisms, but once I do this the perceptions I
 obtain come of themselves whether or not I will have them.3 1 may even
 have an aversion to what I see. Likewise, if I am in a normal physio-
 logical state and someone nearby turns on loud music, I hear it. I cannot
 help believing that I hear it (unless for some reason I believe that I am
 having an auditory illusion, in which case I still believe that I seem to be
 hearing the music).

 Consider, next, memory beliefs. The typical instances of believing
 what I seem to remember require no special choosings. I may choose to
 search my memory for the name of my friend's spouse, but what I finally
 come up with, what I seem to remember, comes of itself, has its own

 3 Cf. John Heil, 'Seeing is Believing,' forthcoming in the American Philosophical
 Quarterly for a defense of the position that perception is epistemic
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 weight of credence attached to it. I do not choose to believe that my
 memory reports that my friend's spouse's name is Allison. Normally, I
 cannot help believing it. There may be times when we only faintly
 recollect, but what does that mean except that we only weakly believe or
 suspect the truth of the memory report. Although there may be times
 (especially when considering events in one's childhood) when we are not
 sure whether what we seem to remember actually occurred, even here it
 seems that it is typically the evidence of the memory which impresses us
 sufficiently to tip the scales of judgment one way or the other.

 This analysis can be extended to abstract and logical beliefs. Very few
 volitionalists will deny that we do not choose to believe that the law of
 non-contradiction has universal application or that '2 + 2 = 4.' These
 sorts of beliefs seem almost undeniably non-volitional and some voli-
 tionalists would even withhold the designation 'belief from them, classi-
 fying them as cases of knowledge simpliciter. In any case, all agree that
 in these cases, if one understands what is being asserted, one is compelled
 to believe or know these propositions. They are paradigms of doxastic
 happenings which are forced upon me regardless of what I will.

 It seems to me that the same process is at work regarding theoretical
 beliefs, including scientific, religious, ideological, political and moral
 beliefs. Given a whole network of background beliefs, some views and
 theories are simply going to win out in my neotic structure over others.
 We sometimes find ourselves forced to accept theories which conflict
 with and even overthrow our favorite explanations. Accepting a theory
 as the best explanation or as probably true, doesn't entail that we must
 act on it. We may recognize an explanation as true but find it so unedify-
 ing or repulsive that we are at a loss for what action to take. Such might
 be the case when a libertarian finds herself forced by argument to accept
 the doctrine of determinism or when a person whose entire world view
 and moral system is connected with an essentialist's view of personhood
 suddenly is converted to Hume's theory of personal identity. When dox-
 astic revolutions break out, chaos results and we suddenly find ourselves
 without secure anchors or adequate maps.

 We can also accept a theory as the best explanation without believing
 it, for it may be the best explanation among a set of weak hypotheses.
 On the other hand, we may accept a theory as plausible and act on it as
 an experimental hypothesis without necessarily believing it. Sometimes
 we accept a theory little by little as evidence for various parts of it make
 sense to us. At other times, it is as though we suddenly saw the world dif-
 ferently, what was once a cosmic duck is now seen as a cosmic rabbit.
 The 'seeing' metaphor is appropriate, for even as we don't choose what
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 we see when we look at an object, so we do not choose to believe a
 theory. Rather, we cannot do otherwise in these cases. Nothing I have
 said, of course, is meant to deny that the will plays an indirect role in ac-
 quiring such beliefs.

 Finally, and most importantly, there is the matter of testimony beliefs
 that arise on the basis of reports of others. This is the kind of belief that is
 emphasized by Pieper and Meiland. Certainly, this seems a more com-
 plex type of believing than perceptions or memory beliefs. Often we read
 reports in newspapers or hear rumors or predictions and hesitate before
 siding one way or the other. Sometimes the news seems shocking or
 threatening to our whole neotic structure. Here one may have the
 phenomenal feeling, at first glance, that that a decision is being made by
 the agent. For example, I hear a report that someone I know well and
 have a high opinion of has cheated his company of $50,000. The
 evidence seems the sort that I normally credit as reliable, but I somehow
 resist accepting it. Have I willed to withhold belief or disbelief? I don't
 think so. Although I am stunned by the evidence, I have a great deal of
 background evidence, which I cannot immediately express in detail but
 which I have within my noetic structure, subconsciously, but which
 plays a role in putting the fresh data into a larger perspective.

 Perhaps I find myself believing willingly that, in spite of the evidence,
 my friend is innocent. Does this 'believing willingly' against the evidence
 constitute an act of will? I don't think so. Here one must make a distinc-

 tion between (1) willing to believe and thereby believing and (2) believing
 willingly, where one feels drawn towards a belief state and willingly goes
 along with it. One can identify with and feel good about what one comes
 to believe, but in neither case is the will directly causative. In addition,
 there is the experience of viewing the objective evidence as roughly
 counterbalanced, but where one feels inclined one way or the other. Here
 something like our intuitions or unconscious processes play a decisive
 role in belief formation, but these are not things we have direct control
 over. Within our noetic structure are dispositional beliefs and disposi-
 tions to believe which influence belief formation. There is no need to ap-
 peal to acts of will to explain anomolous belief acquisition cases.

 Normally, however, I find myself immediately and automatically
 assenting to testimony. If I am lost in a new neighborhood and looking
 for a supermarket, I may ask someone for directions. Under favorable
 circumstances I will believe what she tells me because I have learned

 through experience that normally people will give reliable directions if
 they can. Even If I have to deliberate about the testimony, wondering
 whether the witness is credible, I don't come to a conclusion on the basis
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 of any willing to believe one way or the other but because the complex
 factors in the situation incline me one way or the other. One of these fac-
 tors may be my wants and wishes influencing my focus, but once the
 belief comes, it comes as produced by the evidence, not by the choice.

 It may be that given enough time and resources we can come to
 believe almost anything indirectly through willing the appropriate means
 and acting on them. For example, we believe that the world is spherical
 and not flat, and no amount of effort seems sufficient to overturn this
 belief; but perhaps if we had good prudential reasons to do so (e.g.,
 someone offered us a million dollars if we could believe that the world

 was flat), we might go to a hypnotist, take drugs or use elaborate auto-
 suggestion until we actually acquired the belief.

 Perhaps the volitionalist will respond that there is really little dif-
 ference between a case of auto-suggestion and a case of voliting. Con-
 sider the following cases of attempted auto-suggestive believing:

 1. It might be virtually impossible for anyone to use auto-
 suggestion to come to believe that one doesn't exist.

 2. It may take several days for the average person to get herself to
 believe through auto-suggestion that the earth is flat.

 3. It may take several hours to get oneself to believe that one's
 spouse is faithful where there is good evidence to the contrary.

 4. It may only take several minutes for a garden variety racist to
 get into a state of believing people of another race are full
 human beings.

 5. It may take some people only a few seconds to acquire the
 belief that the tossed coin will come up heads.

 6. With practice a few people could get themselves to believe that
 the coin will come up heads in an imperceptibly short amount
 of time.

 7. Some masters at auto-suggestion may be able to acquire beliefs
 about coin tosses without any time intervening between the
 volition and the belief formation.

 Perhaps it is strange, stupid or even perversely immoral to engage in
 such auto-suggestive belief acquisition, but cases 2 and 5 seem
 psychologically possible (leave to the side for the moment the likely
 damage to our belief forming mechanisms and our noetic structure as a
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 whole). It is conceivable that 6 and 7 obtain. Perhaps there are some peo-
 ple who can believe some propositions at will the way people can blush,
 wiggle their ears and sneeze as basic acts. If 7 is psychologically possible,
 then the first premise and conclusion of the Phenomenological Argument
 must be altered to read:

 1. Acquiring a belief is typically a happening in which the world
 forces itself upon a subject.

 3. Therefore, acquiring a belief is not typically something a sub-
 ject does or chooses.

 However, while we can never entirely rule out such behaviour, it
 seems dubious that we do perform such acts. It is hard to know whether
 such a case would be a case of imagining or believing, for the distinction
 becomes blurred at this point. For most of us under normal conditions
 there will be a strong tendency to resist the temptation to acquire beliefs
 in this way. Consider the proposition that 'this coin will land heads/ Do
 you have any sense of yes-ness or no-ness, assent or dissent regarding it?
 Or suppose that the local torturer holds out his two fists and says to you,
 If you choose the fist with the penny in it, you will receive $100,000, but
 if you pick the empty fist, you will be tortured for the next week. The on-
 ly stipulation on your choosing the correct fist is that when you choose
 it, you must not only point to it, but you must believe that the coin is in
 that hand and not in the other (a lie detector will monitor your reaction)/
 I take it that most of us would be lost.

 This last illustration nicely brings out the difference between acting
 and believing. It is relatively easy to do crazy things if there are practical
 grounds for them. We can easily act when the evidence is equally balanc-
 ed (e.g., call heads when the coin is in the air), but believing is typically
 more passive in nature, not a doing, but a guide to action. The
 Phenomenological Argument shows that volitionalism is abnormal and
 bizarre, but it does not rule out the possibility of acquiring beliefs by
 voliting.

 There is another possible use of the will regarding belief acquisitions
 which might be mentioned as supporting a form of volitionalism. This is
 the claim that while it may be highly abnormal to acquire beliefs directly
 through voliting, the will can act as a veto on belief inclinations, halting
 would-be beliefs in the process of formation. Something like a veto seems
 to occur in belief formation or rather in preventing beliefs from coming
 into full existence. What seems to occur is the following:
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 1. S entertains proposition p (This is sometimes under our direct
 control).

 2. S is inclined to believe that p or S suspects that p (This is not
 normally under our control).

 3. The veto-phenomenon occurs by raising doubts, suspending
 judgment or tabling the proposition under focus.

 4. S looks at further evidence or looks at the old evidence in a

 fresh light and forms a judgment.

 Is the veto-event under our direct control or is it caused by a counter
 claim, a sense that there is counter evidence, or a sense that there is
 something wrong with our first inclination? For example, I am interview-
 ing candidate A for a vacant position in our department and have a
 strong inclination to believe her to be the right candidate for the job, but
 then I remember that we still have two more candidates to be interviewed

 and realize that my inclination to believe is founded on insufficient
 evidence. Here it seems that another belief comes into play to set aside
 the inclining belief. No act of will is present to my knowledge. But even if
 I do feel a will to believe or withhold judgment in these sorts of cases, it
 doesn't follow that the will causes the belief. It may well be an accom-
 paniment. Nevertheless, there are other types of vetoing where I may
 clearly prevent a belief from forming on the basis of the evidence. Con-
 sider the situation where John tells Joan that her father embezzled some
 money from his company, and before he is finished presenting the
 evidence Joan stops him, saying, 'Stop it, please, I can't bear to hear any
 more!' It seems plausible to suppose that something analogous to her
 stopping John from providing the evidence which would cause a belief
 may also occur within us when we begin to consider evidence for a point
 of view we deplore. We may inwardly turn away from the evidence,
 focus on something else, and so fail to form a belief in the matter.
 Perhaps this is similar to self-deception, but in any case, it does seem
 likely that sometimes the veto is under our direct control. Nevertheless,
 even if a case can be made out that the veto is an act of will, it doesn't en-

 tail that the actual acquisition of the belief is under our direct control.
 The veto-phenomen simply shows that the will plays a greater negative
 role in coming to believe than one might have at first suspected.

 Although our analysis hasn't ruled out the possibility of voliting, it
 does support the claim that there is something peculiar about the
 phenomenon. If voliters exist they are like people who can wiggle their
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 ears, blush, vomit or regulate their heart beat at will. But unlike these
 volitional phenomena, believing at will may involve some conceptual
 confusion. Typically, I take it, believing is representational in nature,
 purporting to mirror our world and our relations with the world, so that
 every instance of volitional, non-representational believing deviates
 from that relationship in a fundamental way. To see this better imagine a
 society, Cartesia, whose members all volit. They attain beliefs as we
 engage in coughing - both voluntarily and involuntarily. Regarding
 every proposition voliting will be a serious consideration. When a
 member of Cartesia hears that her spouse has been unfaithful, she must
 ask herself, not simply what the evidence is, taken as a whole, but
 whether she has an obligation to believe that her spouse is faithful in
 spite of the evidence. Such people have no difficulty in making
 Kierkegaardian leaps of faith against sufficient evidence, let alone believ-
 ing strongly one way or the other where the evidence is counterbalanced.
 For example, when they throw coins up into the air, they form convic-
 tions about the way the coins will land. No doubt they will have a strong
 normative component regarding voliting in order to regulate the activity.
 There will have to be elaborate classification systems covering obligatory
 volits, permissible volits, little white volits, immoral volits, and illegal
 volits punishable by the State.

 Such a society is hard to imagine, but in it there would probably have
 to be a distinction between voliting-type beliefs and non-voliting type
 beliefs. The latter alone would be treated as reliable for action guidance,
 voliting-types being tolerated mainly in the private domain, where no
 public issue is at stake. In other words, the non-voliting belief acquisi-
 tions would be treated very much the way beliefs are treated in our socie-
 ty, as action guides which as such should be reliable mirrors of the
 evidence. One is tempted to give an evolutionary account to the non-
 volitional nature of belief acquisition. In order for animals to survive, it
 is important that they have fairly accurate representations of the world.
 In a struggle for survival it is doubtful if Cartesians would last long.

 II. The Logic of Belief Argument Against Volitionalism

 The Phenomenological Argument gets its force by attacking the second
 characteristic of volitionalism: the act must be done in full con-

 sciousness. Since it is hard to find a clear case of volitionalism, we may
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 doubt whether it ever occurs. But suppose, however unlikely, some peo-
 ple do acquire beliefs by voliting. A second argument against voli-
 tionalism now comes into the picture which attacks volitionalism on the
 basis of its third characteristic that it must be done independently of
 evidential or truth considerations (I use these terms synonymously to
 stand for evidence in the broad sense of the term, including the self-
 evidence of basic beliefs). I call this argument The Logic of Belief
 Arguments/ for it asserts that there is something conceptually confused
 in stating that one can obtain or sustain a belief in full consciousness
 simply by performing a basic act of the will. It does not rule out the
 possibility of obtaining beliefs by voliting in less than full consciousness,
 but asserts that when full consciousness obtains, the belief must be drop-
 ped from one's noetic structure. One cannot believe in full consciousness
 'p and I believe p for other than truth considerations/ The statement has
 a similar incoherence as Moore's paradox 1 believe that p, but p is false/
 in that while neither are strictly speaking contradictions, they are logical-
 ly odd. My argument only applies to propositions over which I have no
 control, to what I call the standard cases of belief. It omits 'self-creative
 beliefs,' where belief in a proposition helps bring about states of affairs
 that make the proposition true (though I deal with these cases at the end
 of the paper). The argument for the incoherence of volitionalism goes
 like this:

 1. If A believes that p, A believes that p is true (analysis of the
 concept of belief).

 2. In standard cases of belief, the truth of p is wholly dependent
 on the state of affairs s, which either corresponds to p (and thus
 makes p false).

 3. In standard cases of belief, whether or not the appropriate state
 of affairs s that corresponds to p obtains is a matter that is in-
 dependent of A's actions and volitions, but there is some truth
 connection between s and p (from 2.).

 4. In standard cases of belief, A subconsciously or consciously
 believes or presupposes premise 3.

 5. Rational believing is defined as believing according to the
 evidence and fully rational believing as believing simply
 because of the evidence.

 6. Therefore, in standard cases of belief, A cannot fully rationally
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 both believe that p and that his belief is presently caused by his
 willing to believe that p. Rather, if rational, A must believe
 that what makes his belief true is a state of affairs s which ob-

 tains independently of his will.

 Several comments are in order to defend this argument. In premise 4 1
 am claiming that rational subjects (those with a minimal understanding
 of the primitive notion 'belief and who include children) at least tacitly
 comprehend that the logic of belief involves the passive element in the
 belief acquisition. For example, when the child believes that the block
 that she has been playing with is still behind her a minute after she has
 placed it there, she tacitly understands that mere wanting it not to be
 there has no effect on the facts. We say in ordinary speech, Wishing
 never makes it so/

 The phrase 'presently caused' in premise 6 is necessary to rule out
 such cases as the following: A believes that p by a volition and later
 comes to believe that p on the basis of the evidence. Now A believes that
 he obtained the belief by a volit but still believes the proposition in ques-
 tion which is now sustained by the evidence. The logic of the above argu-
 ment shows that while a person may have obtained a belief through self-
 deception or whatever, he cannot knowingly or in full consciousness ac-
 quire a belief or continue to hold a belief simply by willing to believe a
 proposition. He must believe that there is some evidence for it in virtue
 of which it is true.

 The point is that because beliefs just are about the way the world is
 and are made true (or false) depending on the way the world is, it is a
 confusion to believe that any given belief is true simply on the basis of
 being willed. As soon as the rational believer discovers the basis of his
 belief - as being caused by the will alone - he must drop the belief. In
 this regard, saying, 'I believe that p, but I believe it only because I want
 to believe it,' has the same incoherence attached to it as Moore's paradox.

 Of course, it might be said that what is going on here is simply an ap-
 plication of our normal concept of rational believing: it is always wrong
 to believe against sufficient evidence. All non-evidential believing is irra-
 tional. This is so, but there is more to be said. Volitional believing is not
 simply irrational believing, but is incoherently irrational, for it offers an
 account of believing that confuses the nature of believing. In volitional
 believing I not only believe without decisive regard to the evidence, but I
 do so for no other reason than because I want to (i.e., I don't believe
 simply because of the evidence but because of other desires). Hence we
 can say that doxastic incoherence is a species of epistemic irrationality.
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 One might argue, as Wayne Davis does, that there could be a case of
 rational volitionalism. Suppose Ann has good evidence for p but suffers
 doxastic incontinence and is unable to believe that p in spite of believing
 that the evidence £ is sufficient for p. Ann believes that she can volit and
 obtain the belief that p and by continuing to will to believe, she can con-
 tinue to sustain her belief (though not on the evidence, but simply
 because she wants to believe the evidence).

 Here my inclination is to say that Ann already believes p, for to
 believe that £ implies p and to believe £, is, following modus ponens,
 simply to believe p, if one considers the proposition at all. While it is
 possible for a person not to believe she believes propositions so inferred,
 I think there is reason to doubt that the first belief is true. Sometimes we

 have feelings of doubt that the first belief is true. Sometimes we have
 feelings of doubt attached to belief states. Some people worry whether
 they believe strongly enough that their spouses are faithful or that God
 exists, and sometimes we forget or turn our attention away from the
 evidence which supports our beliefs and temporarily lose them, but so
 long as we see the logical connections and consider the belief, it seems
 more reasonable to say that we believe the proposition (dispositionally)
 even though we may lack the occurrent feeling.

 But even if the believer can believe that it is his will that is causing the
 belief in cases of doxastic incontinence, I would want to argue that the
 believer could not believe that it was causing the belief in the right way.
 The rational believer, in full consciousness, would see that there must be
 a truth connection between states of affairs and the belief by virtue of
 which the belief is true, so that the will is essentially unnecessary for the
 belief - although it may be necessary in order to get into a proper state
 of mind where he will be able to perceive the evidence perspicuously. Just
 as there is an instrumental relation between opening one's eyes and seeing
 whatever one sees, but an intrinsic relationship between states of affairs
 in the world and what one sees, so likewise there is only an instrumental
 relationship between willing to believe p and believing p, whereas there
 is an intrinsic relationship between state of affairs s by virtue of which p
 is true and my belief that p. Once Ann realizes that willing never makes it
 so, she must give up the belief that it is the will that is decisively or intrin-
 sically sustaining her belief that p, though she may believe that there is
 an instrumental relationship. At least, she will not be able to believe that
 the will alone is causing her to believe that p, but that it is the evidence
 that is decisive.

 Believing is evidential, in that to believe that p is to believe that I have
 evidence for p or that p is its own evidence, is self-evident. I need not
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 have a developed concept of evidence to believe this. Ann need not have
 a developed concept of evidence to believe this. Ann need not have a
 clear idea of what 'evidence' means for her to believe on the basis of

 evidence that her husband, John, has been having an affair with another
 woman. Another way to make this same point about the evidentiality of
 belief is to define propositional belief in terms of a subjective probability
 index. All believing is believing to a degree. You may test the approx-
 imate degree to which you believe a proposition by imagining how sur-
 prised you would be if you found out that the particular belief in ques-
 tion is false. Suppose we had a way of quantifying the strength of our
 beliefs by means of a Belief Meter. The meter has two rubber balls wired
 to it, which, when the balls are squeezed, measures the pressure of the
 squeezes. The subject holds a ball in each hand and is instructed to
 squeeze the ball in his right hand when he believes the proposition in
 question, to squeeze the ball in his left hand when he disbelieves the pro-
 position and to refrain from squeezing either ball when he believes
 neither proposition. In addition the subject is instructed to squeeze the
 appropriate ball with a pressure appropriate to the degree with which he
 believes the proposition in question. A certain amount of experimenta-
 tion may be necessary to work the correlations out, but accuracy will be
 approximated by the help of a truth serum. In this way we might be able
 to quantify our beliefs into a subjective probability index. E.g., it might
 turn out that Ann discovers that she only believes that God exists to a
 probability of 0.6, whereas she believes that it will rain today to a pro-
 bability of 0.8. It might also turn out that Ann believes that she believes
 in God more strongly than that it will rain, but when she sees the
 evidence to the contrary, she may be forced to change her mind (unless
 she doesn't believe that the Belief Machine is an accurate index).

 In principle belief quantification seems possible, but the point is that
 we already have a rough notion of subjective probability in terms of the
 relative degrees in which we believe propositions. If believing were the
 result of our immediate willings, it would not be about the probabilities
 of states of affairs obtaining but simply about our desires. It would be the
 case that I could come to a judgment that the probability of p on the
 evidence was 0.5 and via a volit conclude that it was 0.6. Could one in

 full consciousness make such a leap? It seems as possible as believing that
 '2 + 2 = 4' and then deliberately believing at the same time that '2 + 2 =
 5.' It may be objected that this argument implies that one must have a
 concept of probability, but I think we do have a notion of degrees of
 belief which entails a rough notion of subjective probability in the man-
 ner I have described. If this argument is sound, the interesting thing is
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 that not only can we not in full consciousness volit a belief, but we can-
 not even volit (in full consciousness) a change in the degree with which
 we believe a proposition. We cannot in full consciousness increase the
 strength of our belief that p from 0.55 to 0.6.

 The Logic of Belief Argument has not ruled out the logical possibility
 of voliting, but it has ruled out the possibility of a rational person perfor-
 ming an act of will in full consciousness without regard to truth con-
 siderations. It does not rule out the possibility of acquiring a belief under
 the influence of the will in less than full consciousness or by indirect pro-
 cesses. The analysis of these latter cases seems similar to cases of self-
 deception, where one is not fully aware of what one truly believes. Once
 the believer discovers that he has been self -deceived, the logic of belief
 would seem to call for the giving up of the self-deceived 'belief / Likewise,
 once one realizes that the only basis for believing that p is one's wanting
 p to be true or wanting to believe p, the belief must wither. Of course,
 the subject may nevertheless still believe p, but then he must believe that
 it is the evidence that is causing the belief. Hence, if one could come to
 have a belief through directly willing to have it, once he reflected on the
 acquisition and discovered that the belief was acquired simply by a volit,
 the person would give up the belief. He would see on reflection that the
 purported belief was only a reflection of his desires. It would have the
 same status as a product of the imagination.

 Consider the similarity between imagining and willing to believe.
 Take, for example, Vivid Imaginer Imogene who gets so carried away
 with her imagination that she sometimes believes her imagination
 reports. While sitting bored to death in her logic class she imagines that
 she is swimming in the Bahamas or being embraced by John Trovolta.
 She imagines these things so vividly that for the moment she believes that
 they are really happening, until the teacher rudely calls on her and
 breaks the spell of the daydreams, this shattering her beliefs. Perhaps
 many of our beliefs are formed through the imagination which are more
 subtle than this and which we never discover, but when we do discover
 that a belief has its basis in the imagination, we discard it as worthless -
 and we do so automatically and not by a volit. But voliting and imagin-
 ing seem to display the very same logic regarding belief acquisition. Both
 are acquired independently of evidential considerations.

 Of course, there is the possibility that one regards one's wants and
 desires about reality as counting as evidence for propositions. Wanting,
 may conceivably be a reliable belief forming indicator. For example, sup-
 pose someone truly believed that whenever she wanted a proposition to
 be true, amazingly it generally turned out to be true. Here wanting
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 would indirectly cause belief, but not by voliting, but rather by being
 regarded as reliable evidence for the belief, a type of credible testimony.
 It would still be the case that what causes the proposition to be true is the
 way the world is.

 If my analysis is correct there is a deep conceptual confusion in self-
 consciously believing of any proposition p that the belief has originated
 through a volit or that what decisively sustains the belief that p is one's
 will. Although the will may go along with the evidence and enjoins it, it
 must be the evidence that sustains the belief for the fully conscious
 believer. I regard this analysis as a correction to Bernard William's ac-
 count which altogether rules out the logical possibility of voliting.4
 Williams forgets that while I may have acquired a belief through a volit,
 once I have discovered this I may continue to hold the belief just so long
 as I now believe it for truth considerations. My analysis also differs from
 Barbara Winter's important analysis. Winters denies that we can have a
 sound argument against the coherence of direct volitionalism.5 I hope
 that I have shown that such is possible.

 There is one final objection to my thesis that we do not (normally) ac-
 quire beliefs by voliting. This objection centers on the phenomena of self-
 creative beliefs, the activity described by William James in his classic ar-
 ticle, The Will to Believe,' whereby one's deciding to believe is causally
 operative in creating a state of affairs which makes the belief true. This,
 the objector claims, seems like a normal case of volitionalism. Suppose
 you are going to play a game of chess. Your using auto-suggestion to get
 into a state of mind where you believe you will win actually plays a
 causal role in your winning (it may, of course have the reverse effect
 through causing over-confidence). James's own example is that of a per-
 son trapped at the edge of a crevasse, overlooking a yawning gorge. He
 calculates that a successful leap is improbable, but that it will increase in
 probability in proportion to his convincing himself that he will be suc-
 cessful in making the leap. Hence, he believes that he must get himself to
 believe what an impartial look at the evidence will not allow. Or con-
 sider a student who loves philosophy and whose self -identity is centered
 around being a good philosopher, but her doubts are not strong. She

 4 Bernard Williams, 'Deciding to Believe' Problems of the Self (Cambridge: Cam-
 bridge University Press 1972)

 5 Barbara Winters, 'Believing at Will,' Journal of Philosophy, LXXVI (1979). The
 present article is indebted to Winter's article.
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 believes that there is a good chance that she could become a good
 philosopher and that this chance will be enhanced by her believing that
 she already is a good philosopher. So she apparently volits and believes
 without sufficient evidence that she is a good philosopher. Because of
 this belief, she does become a good philosopher and would not had she
 not caused herself the necessary belief.

 The first thing to be said about these cases is that they are not
 necessarily counter-examples to the thesis that we cannot acquire beliefs
 directly upon willing to have them. It seems reasonable to say that a
 deliberation process went on in each of the above cases in which the will
 indirectly caused the belief by ref ocusing the mind on favorable evidence
 rather than on the unfavorable evidence. No volit is necessary to explain
 these cases. For example, caught as I am before the yawning gorge, I ask
 myself, how in the world am I to attain the presumably necessary belief
 that I can jump the gorge. I hit upon the idea of thinking of all the suc-
 cessful things that I have done in high school athletics, including my
 track record or, if I have none, I get myself to imagine that I had a great
 record. I focus on the appropriate successes (real or imagined), exag-
 gerate their significance unconsciously, block out my failures and finally
 achieve my goal of self -deceiving myself about my past abilities and pre-
 sent prospects. And suppose I succeed in making the leap. What does this
 prove? Certainly not that I can attain a belief by voliting, but simply that
 it is possible to will an action policy and indirectly come to attain a
 belief. Pascal noted this long ago in his Wager Argument.

 The second thing to be said about this sort of pragmatic self-
 deception is that it seems to confirm my argument from the logic of
 belief, for it is hard to imagine the person consciously knowing what he
 is doing and at the same time succeeding in deceiving himself. Think of
 the mountain climber imagining himself to be a great leaper of gorges
 and at the same time realizing the deceptive process. Can that kind of
 self-deception succeed?

 I conclude that voliting seems both psychologically aberrant and con-
 ceptually confused. It is psychologically problematic because of the
 feature of full consciousness which attaches to acts of will. It is concep-
 tually confused because it disregards truth considerations in the origina-
 tion and sustainment of beliefs.6

 6 An earlier draft of this paper was presented to the Philosophy Colloquium of the
 University of Notre Dame, February, 1979. The present version was written at
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 Received June, 1982

 the University of Nebraska /Lincoln during the Summer Seminar for College
 Teachers (Treasons, Justification, and Knowledge') under the direction of Prof.
 Robert Audi, July, 1981. I am indebted to Gary Gutting, John King-Farlow,
 Alvin Plantinga, Wayne Davis, an anonymous reader, and, most especially,
 Robert Audi for helpful criticisms of a shorter version of this paper, delivered at
 the Western Division Meeting of the American Philosophical Association in
 Chicago, April 30, 1983.
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